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a b s t r a c t 

The paper uncovers the values that Vietnamese women produce and accumulate from the NGO sector to acquire 
a morality central to their middle-class identity. They present an idea of a moral middle-class that conforms to the 
neoliberal criteria of self-reliance and self-optimisation within the economic segment, in which values are gener- 
ated in the forms of sacrifice and giving away. I argue that this idea is associated with a mode of governmentality 
whereby the socialist state shapes the moral subject for the sake of governance in the context of marketisation. 
Morality, as a governing device, motivates and polices women’s compliance with their subordinate position. 
This paper presents findings that illustrate the slipperiness of the notion of middle-class between theories and 
practices and from women’s perspectives. Perceived in part in terms of women’s sacrifices, this study illustrates 
how middle-class identity is negotiated through moral, gender and class divisions in a post-socialist society. 
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ntroduction 

Vietnam’s economic reforms, known with the đổi m ới or economic
enovation policy, were initiated by the socialist state in the late 1980s
n order to develop a multi-sectoral economy. The policy has accounted
or the proliferation of a private sector that has contributed significantly
o Vietnam’s economic transition from one of the world’s poorest nations
o a lower middle-income economy by 2010. Privatisation in Vietnam
as also accounted for the mushrooming of voluntary and not-for-profit
rganisations offering services to grassroots communities as the state
ithdraws from the broad-based provision of welfare ( Beaulieu, 1994 ;
ørlund, 2007 ; Wischermann, 2010 ). 

With market liberalisation, the growing interest in humanitarian and
ot-for-profit businesses represents the assignment of special values to
articular populations: mainly women, who are traditionally considered
he carers and nurturers of Vietnamese society and families. Rather than
ealing in monetised terms, acts of selfless care in the work of non-
overnmental organisations (NGOs) offer the care-givers value in terms
f morality, which accounts for women’s distinct position in society in
arallel with the other forms of material value. The values associated
ith humanitarianism and NGO activism, as revealed by a growing body
f anthropological research, are especially attractive to those groups in
ociety that encounter heightened anxieties as a result of being excluded
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r isolated as social beings. This kind of anxiety accompanies the neolib-
ral regime of personhood which includes regimes encroaching on citi-
enship and ruling by self-government with economic talents becoming
he key provider of entitlements and benefits ( Ong, 2006 ; Rose, 1996 ;
hang, 2010 ). Therefore, anxieties involved with identity crises have
ecome a global phenomenon, which make morality attractive to those
opulations jeopardised by neoliberal standards, such as dependents
 Muehlebach, 2012 ), the excluded ( Malkki, 2015 ) or those who aspire to
roclaim a middle-class status through acts of giving ( Bornstein, 2012 ).
n the domain of morality, people acquire new identities derived from
he regime of ethical citizenship , as the values they generate in terms
f compassion, love and empathy become acutely necessary in a soci-
ty experiencing a decline in trust and solidarity ( Muehlebach, 2012 ;
guyen, 2018 ). 

In this paper, I will present one middle-class identity acquired by
omen working in NGOs and profoundly intertwined with the idea
f ethical citizenship. It attempted to add new findings to the notions
f middle-class material accumulation that are infused with moral
orms promoted by the socialist state as it intensified its strategies
f privatisation and marketisation. It reveals a middle class that is
either entirely rooted in its relationship with property ownership, as
er the Marxist tradition, nor totally identified as free floating citizens
s per Weberian thought. On the contrary, it highlights a middle class
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mploying morality to cope with the heightened anxieties associated
ith the uncertainty of wealth, which is neither politically nor legally
rotected by the socialist rule. 

This situation reveals the constraints and challenges faced by mem-
ers of the new middle-class in post-socialist Vietnam. With a socialist
tate remaining the ruling power, members of the new rich in Vietnam
till encounter tremendous political constraints with the absence of as-
ociational or free rights to consolidate their power ( Kerkvliet, 2015 ;
erkvliet, Heng, & Koh, 2003 ; Thayer, 2009 ). Without a legally pro-

ected autonomous civil society, people’s economic activities, despite
eing proclaimed as based on freedom of choice, remain controlled
y the state, albeit from a distance ( Leshkowich, 2012 ). As widely re-
orted, the state employs techniques of governmentality to encourage
ree choices and the private pursuits of individuals in the economy
hile still strictly controlling politically oriented activities in the pub-

ic sphere with repressive measures ( Bui, 2013 , 2015 ; Hannah, 2007 ;
erkvliet, 2015 ; Nguyen-vo, 2008 ; Thayer, 2009 ). 

In this inquiry into the middle class, I will describe the paradoxical
ituation of the new middle class in Vietnam under the rule of the so-
ialist state, who face a high degree of uncertainty about their social
nd political positions, which are incompatible with their wealth pro-
uced by the market. While wealth often evokes antipathy in Vietnam’s
ocialist tradition, it is further problematised by moral issues, which
re used by the state to classify people based on their choices to ap-
ear with moral appropriateness ( Leshkowich, 2014 ). I argue that with
he growing visibility of wealth, people are exposed to a heightened
evel of anxiety that urges them not only to stay wealthy but moral too.
ather than wealth alone, I will show that morality also defines middle-
lassness according to the moral criteria sponsored by the state, which
lassify citizens with human capital in terms of self-reliance and eco-
omic optimisation. I will show the gendered infusion within the idea
f the middle class, with women urged to make choices in terms of a
acrifice morality, which appeals to Vietnam’s patriarchal socialist tra-
ition. NGO work, an area which is already close to the feminine and
omestic realm, becomes an attractive domain for women, in which they
an optimise themselves into this middle-class category with moral and
ender factors contributing to the slipperiness of the concept. 

This paper presents one of the main themes of my PhD research on
ersonhood and civil society and is drawn from an analysis of women’s
arratives and life histories regarding working in the NGO sector, taken
rom fieldwork I conducted in Hanoi in 2016 and 2017. Through the use
f snowballing, an established sampling strategy, I met my informants,
ith whom I generated qualitative data from narrative interviews, focus
roup discussions, concept mapping and participant observation. Based
n the chain referral method, I selected informants from different age
roups who were working in local NGOs and international NGOs and a
ew from the group of mass organisations in Vietnam, in order to com-
are different groups across the sector. A narrative analysis was then
onducted to construct the social narratives of the group under study. I
hen scanned through the data set to identify and analyse the repetitions
nd variations of individual narratives to construct the social structure
f the collective narratives of the group ( Shenhav, 2015 ). All informant
ames in this paper are pseudonyms to mitigate the possible disclosure
f their identities. All participants in this research were asked for their
onsent prior to and during the study to ensure that their participation
as voluntary and free from coercion. 

iddle-class anxiety: Uncertainty and morality 

Studies of the new middle class depict the rise of the “new rich ”
n Asia as a phenomenon associated with the economic miracles in
ewly emerging economies, especially those from the formerly so-
ialist cluster, such as China and Vietnam ( Hayton, 2010 ; Hsiao &
ang, 2001 ; Robison & Goodman, 1996 ; Zhang, 2010 ). Compared to

he “old bourgeoisie, ” whose class power was extracted from produc-
ion relations, the new middle class is associated with strata of white-
105 
ollar salaried professionals and entrepreneurs that grew in proportion
o the process of commercialisation and urbanisation in these economies
 Hsiao, 2014 ; Hutchison & Brown, 2001 ; Lange & Lars, 2009 ; Robison
 Goodman, 1996 ). They illustrate the Weberian notion of the mid-
le classes competing for class status associated with the symbolic val-
es of consumer goods, education, social circles or white-collar occupa-
ions, which separates them from both the blue-collar working class and
he capitalist class ( Hsiao, 2014 ; King, 2008 ; Liechty, 2003 ; Robison &
oodman, 1996 ). 

Weber highlights the social mobility of the new middle class in
erms of entrepreneurial lifestyles and consumption power, which en-
oy a reciprocal relationship with the market and consumerist culture
 Hsiao, 2014 ; Liechty, 2003 ). They are neither the capitalist nor the
orking class. Members of the new middle class appear morally and

ulturally distant from either of the aforementioned groups as their en-
agement in consumerist culture and entrepreneurial lifestyles are borne
y the process of market intensification and competition ( Liechty, 2003 ;
ills, 1951 ). Their dependence on the market also reveals the precar-

ous situation of the new middle class, the rise and falls of which de-
end on the health of the market ( Hattori, Funatsu, & Torii, 2003 ;
siao, 2014 ; Robison & Goodman, 1996 ). In post-socialist countries like
ietnam and China, where the previous structure of property owners
ad been debilitated by communist revolutions, the rise of the new mid-
le class in these economies has been rather ambiguous. The power of
he new middle class in these contexts is often associated with their
ising consumer power in the open global market, even as they are
till restricted socially, politically and locally by authoritarian regimes
 Drummond, 2004 , 2012 ; Gainsborough, 2010 ; Hattori et al., 2003 ;
obison & Goodman, 1996 ; Zhang, 2010 ). 

With only a vague relationship to the productive economy, mem-
ers of the new middle class, who are neither capitalists nor labour-
rs, constantly encounter a high degree of anxiety associated with the
ypical uncertainty of their middleness , which is neither high nor low
 Liechty, 2003 ; Mills, 1951 ). Zhang (2010) , based on Bourdieu’s theory
f habitus , argues that the uncertainty of the new rich in post-socialist
hina is associated with the absences of social and cultural capital
hich, besides wealth, are key elements of the structure of the middle

lass in Western societies. As Zhang points out, in China, rather than
lass, people engage with the ephemeral concept of “zhongchan jieceng ”
r “middle propertied stratum, ” an idea associated with the state dis-
ourse around the “human quality ” concept ( suzhi ), which interprets
eople’s self-worth in relation to their responsible consumption and be-
aviour without mentioning their link with the productive economy
 Zhang, 2010 ; Zhang & Ong, 2008 ). With a middle-class identity per-
eived mainly from the perspective of new wealth that is neither legally
or economically protected, people constantly fear falling behind so-
ially if they fail economically ( Zhang, 2010 :8-9). 

Despite conspicuous levels of consumption indicating a new middle
lass on the rise, class negligence also accounts for the uncertainty of
he new Vietnamese propertied middle class. Like their Chinese coun-
erparts, Vietnamese middle-class members also fear that wealth alone
annot assure them a respectable position in society ( Jellema, 2005 ;
eshkowich, 2012 ; Nguyen, 2018 ). This is because immediate wealth,
hich often results from rapid and sometimes illegal means, is not only
nprotected legally, but also morally, which problematises their pres-
ige, and thus their standing in society. 

Their fear is not without good reason, considering the uneasy past
f their predecessors under the rule of the socialist state, most notably
ith the state’s backlash against proprietors and land owners during

he land reforms which occurred in the North in the 1950s and the
outh after 1975 ( Leshkowich, 2014 ; Malarney, 2002 ). The growing
isibility of the newly wealthy following the exposure of material as-
ets has recently provoked discontent and open criticism, fuelled by
essages from anti-corruption campaigns attacking corrupt state cadres

s victims of selfishness and greed ( Jellema, 2005 ; Leshkowich, 2014 ;
guyen-vo, 2008 ). According to Leshkowich (2014) , the anxieties en-
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ountered by the new middle class in post-socialist Vietnam are asso-
iated with the ambiguity of the new propertied middle class under
he rule of the socialist regime, which, rather than recognising a class
n relation to the means of production, disaggregates production and
onsumption to classify citizens through distinctive moral codes. There-
ore, while a middle class related to the means of production continues
o be condemned for its exploitative nature or moral degradation, one
hat accommodates state-sponsored moral codes such as consumption
r charitable acts is often considered a middle class for virtuous labour
 Jellema, 2005 ; Leshkowich, 2012 , 2014 ). 

The women working in the NGO sector who took part in my research
an be said to represent a middle class in this classification logic on ac-
ount of their studious labour at work and in education and their do-
estic labour at home. When working in NGOs, they make a distinction

etween themselves and others, including wealthier people, by empha-
ising their distinctive feminine role of caring for the wellbeing of the
amily and marginalised communities. This account of the middle class
lso illustrates the idea of ethical citizenship , which is shaped by a state-
ed economic restructuring policy, which tends to idealise citizens with
eoliberal criteria in terms of self-reliance and economic optimisation
see dân trí in Nguyen, 2018 ). The emergence of the new middle class in
ietnam’s post-socialist market economy illustrates a class in the mak-

ng. It involves varied, sometimes contradictory, subjectivities about
lass embodied within moral and gendered norms that are not only val-
dated by the market but also approved of within Vietnam’s cultural
ocialist tradition ( Drummond & Rydstrøm, 2004 ; Leshkowich, 2012 ).
or the middle-class women in post-socialist Vietnam who often boast of
n honoured and advanced position in their economy, it is not merely
he accumulation of wealth per se that they seek. Rather, they aim to
emonstrate, through wealth, their alignment with the moral and ideo-
ogical position of the “virtuous woman, ” an idea which is increasingly
ssociated with the economic and materialistic assets they acquire in
he market. 

overnmentality and ethical citizenship: Moulding moral 

lassness 

Since the late 1980s, Vietnam, like other formerly socialist
conomies, has taken marketisation and privatisation measures to de-
elop a market-based economy. Like China, Vietnam’s đổi m ới eco-
omic reforms have not dismissed the ruling power of the socialist state
ith the model of market socialism. Instead, economic performance be-

omes the new source of legitimacy for the socialist state, which has
witched to a mode of governmentality in order to optimise economic
utcomes of free choice and thereby achieve socialist goals ( Bui, 2015 ;
guyen, 2018 ; Nguyen-vo, 2008 ). By employing these governmentality

echniques, the state withdraws from the mode of direct control but con-
inues to govern from a distance in order to maximise people’s capacity
o make free choices and follow their private pursuits in the market. 

Proposed by Foucault, governmentality is the technology of optimi-
ation based on people’s self-government through economic rationality
nd calculative strategies (Foucault in Rabinow, 2000 ). The technology
nvolves the techniques of subjectivity and subjection that allow the
tate to shape people’s economic behaviour and choices by employing
nowledge of normality and rationality, which is known as the “conduct
f conduct ” ( Li, 2007 ; Nguyen-vo, 2008 ; Ong, 2006 ). With the power of
he state exercised from afar, individuals seem to be free in their private
hoices, and act on their own “habits, beliefs and aspirations ” by vol-
ntary access to knowledge and techniques with “the will to improve ”
 Li, 2007 :5). This technology does not conflict with the political regime,
s it treats people’s problems, such as poverty and inequality, as nonpo-
itical and technical issues which can be solved through optimising tech-
iques or productive strategies ( Ferguson, 1994 ; Li, 2007 ; Ong, 2006 ). 

In authoritarian post-socialist economies like China and Vietnam, the
ocialist states use this form of governmentality to involve people in op-
imising strategies and a neoliberal logic of self-government to maximise
106 
he capacity of free choices in prioritised areas set by the state rather
han liberalising people’s free rights. For example, Ong (2006) proposes
hat governmentality allows the state in China to create special eco-
omic zones connected with global markets where citizens are gov-
rned with the sovereign principles of the global capitalist regime rather
han the juridical process confined to the space of the nation-state. Rule
hrough sovereign principles allows the state to govern people with over-
apping political spaces and rules. 

Rule through sovereign principles also applies in Vietnam, where
eople are treated as ethical citizens across multiple moral regimes
 Leshkowich, 2014 ; Nguyen, 2018 ). With marketisation, the state high-
ights human capital not only in terms of self-reliance and optimising
kills but also of the moral codes of the socialist person for the re-
ponsibility for collective wellbeing ( Gammeltoft, 2014 ; Harms, 2014 ;
eshkowich, 2012 ; Nguyen, 2018 ). The mode of government across
oral regimes aims at shaping the kind of economic person not only
esirable for the process of marketisation but also governable by the
ocialist state ( Makovicky, 2014 ; Nguyen, 2018 ; Ong, 2006 ). The so-
ialisation policy ( chính sách xã h ội hóa ) is one example that shows
ow the state has involved people in the privatisation of public ser-
ices, with people’s optimising for welfare at private costs recognised
s ethical citizenship ( Nguyen, 2018 ). As Nguyen (2018 : 629) points
ut, this policy aims at constructing a “moral subject ” that “is self-
overned in accumulating human capital for the sake of market, yet
oyal to family and community while being governable by the party
tate. ” In the domain of morality and with governmentality, the social-
st state moulds a kind of moral subject that is self-governed by mar-
et rules and moral codes convened by the state ( Leshkowich, 2014 ;
guyen-vo, 2008 ). Through state-controlled media, street banners, ex-
ert guidance, beauty magazines, and self-help books, the state con-
inues to feed society with recipes for becoming appropriate Viet-
amese people with modernity and civility symbolising the process
f industrialisation and modernisation ( Drummond & Rydstrøm, 2004 ;
arms, 2014 ; Leshkowich, 2012 ; Nguyen, 2018 ). In Vietnam’s marketi-

ation, people internalise the government’s policy in different ways and
emonstrate self-worth through economic and material assets, with a
eightened duty towards the family and community ( Gammeltoft, 2014 ;
eshkowich, 2012 ; Nguyen, 2018 ; Pettus, 2003 ). 

The middle-class women I am describing in this paper represent the
oral subject in this sense. They exemplify virtuous women through their

acrifice for the collective good of the family and community, which is
nvolved in the process of self-improvement through learning, produc-
ng and consuming. It is important to realise that women are recog-
ised by the socialist state and granted an advanced position of full
nd equal employment with men in the formal economy ( Luong, 1989 ;
hohet, 2017 ; Werner, 1981 ). In the context of Vietnam’s marketisa-
ion, women are no longer ensured full employment in the state. How-
ver, the socialist state continues to legitimise women’s formal role in
he economy by recognising their sacrifice in the family as “virtuous
abour ” which accounts for a large part of women’s power in socialism
 Leshkowich, 2014 ; Nguyen, 2019 ; Pettus, 2003 ). In this paper, I will
how that women make sacrifices in the forms of economic and mate-
ialised optimisation, in the economy, at home and in society, as the
ource of power they accumulate from the domestic realm. 

Women’s performance in the domain of morality illustrates moral
iddle-classness, which results from the technical device of govern-
entality often known as “rendering moral ” with morality being

he technical solution for the moral problems involved with wealth
 Leshkowich, 2012 :98; Li, 2007 ) that is, by problematizing wealth with
oral issues, the state directs people into optimising forms or norms

hat are considered morally appropriate . It is evident that when wealth
s often wedded to fear of moral inappropriateness, morality has been
erceived as both the cause (by a deficit of) and solution to (by increas-
ng) a form of wealth creation which is “correct ” and “appropriate ” in
erms of its contribution to family and public welfare ( Jellema, 2005 ;
eshkowich, 2012 ; Nguyen, 2019 ). This technology allows the state to
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ould the person for the sake of governing with morality serving as the
overning device enabling the socialist state to rule from a distance. 

elf-development through sacrifice 

During my fieldwork, I often heard from informants, especially
ounger professionals, about the reasons they came to work in NGOs.
any stated that they worked in NGOs to develop themselves, using
 phrase common in Vietnamese: phát tri ển b ản thân . This expression in
ietnamese literally means one to develop ( phát tri ển ) oneself ( b ản thân )

hrough learning. It also can be understood as a process of accumulating
kills and knowledge to become an accomplished and useful individual
ith common sense. It resonates with Gammeltoft’s (2014) proposition

egarding the concept of becoming, which invokes socially expected hu-
an qualities that one must yield to become a person of self-worth in
resent Vietnamese society. The women working in NGOs often high-
ight the value of learning through which they wish to become accom-
lished people: not through wealth but through their sacrifice and con-
ributions to society. 

Many young NGO professionals I know volunteered in unpaid and
ow-paid jobs, in projects working with vulnerable groups in society,
uch as children, migrant women, people with disabilities or living with
IV/AIDS, and groups categorised as marginalised or unprivileged. For
xample, H ương (23 years old), who had first started to work in a local
GO as a volunteer, said that she was happy with the learning opportu-
ities provided by the NGO to improve her professional skills and knowl-
dge. Apart from that full-time job, H ương also worked part-time, often
npaid, with other voluntary groups in Hanoi during evenings or week-
nds, giving free talks to young people about sexual health and rights.
 ương told me that she had learned a tremendous amount by taking
ultiple tasks inside the organisation and from volunteering activities,
hich helped her to advance her career in the NGO sector with a better-
aid job in an international organisation, for example, or a scholarship
verseas. 

H ương is one among many young women I know who wish to work
n NGOs for the learning opportunities which have become abundant
or people in the sector. Numerous postgraduate scholarships become
ccessible for women in specialised, often feminised, areas such as gen-
er, childcare, social work, public health, community development and
o on. With many scholarships prioritising female candidates, women
orking in NGOs should easily find a postgraduate scholarship to study
verseas. Many women with postgraduate degrees earned from Europe,
ustralia, or Japan are able to work in higher professional positions – for
xample, in INGOs – with a relatively high salary. It is clear that learn-
ng and education have always been the traditional way for Vietnamese
eople to move up the social ladder. Several scholars have written about
he relationships between education and the social mobility of the mid-
le classes in Vietnam, with King (2008) , for example, suggesting that
ducation contributes to intellectual prestige, or Earl (2014) associat-
ng white-collar jobs with the high levels of income of the professional
iddle-class women in Vietnam. While I agree with both, I found that

acrifice as part of the learning process also accounts for the women’s
iddle-class status. 

It is clear that phát tri ển b ản thân or personal development, which
nvolves a self-improvement process, is not only about gains but also
acrifices. Many women I know, after completing a postgraduate degree
verseas, returned to work in jobs in NGOs with lower salaries compared
o those in businesses. They expressed their happiness with the trade-offs
hey made between opportunities to maximise their economic benefits
nd making contributions to society, and spoke with pride about their
acrifice of private wealth to care for the collective wellbeing of the poor
nd vulnerable. For me, as a female researcher and also a Vietnamese
oman, talk of women’s sacrifice often evokes a distinctively traditional
irtue shared by Vietnamese women. 

Women’s sacrifice, from the matriarchal society to the Confucian,
nd more recently in the socialist society, has always been symbolised
107 
s the sacred and nurturing force protecting the harmony and prosperity
f the Vietnamese families, society and nation ( Le, 1973 ; Pettus, 2003 ;
hohet, 2017 ). In the Confucian tradition, although women occupy a
ower position than men on the social ladder, they are treated with re-
pect because of their sacrifice of individualistic pleasures for the har-
ony of the family, and their attention to improving their domestic work,

ppearance, language, and behaviour (or công, dung, ngôn , h ạnh as seen in
he Confucian Four Virtues)( Drummond & Rydstrøm, 2004 ; Marr, 1984 ;
guyen, 2018 ). The socialist state, however, while boasting about free-

ng women from the Confucian Three Submissions (to men), often ide-
lised women’s sacrifices within the family as the symbol of national
eroines ( Pettus, 2003 ). With marketisation, women’s sacrifice is still
pplauded but now equated with commoditised and materialised terms
hat reinforce the traditional idea of virtue ( Shohet, 2017 ). Thus, phát
ri ển b ản thân often represents the virtue of learning with paradoxical
mplications. On the one hand, learning enables women to enjoy mate-
ialistic opportunities in the market, but, on the other hand, it reinforces
he traditional norms of women’s sacrifice being a symbol of the virtu-
us woman. Rather than wealth, the virtuous labour of these women
lso demonstrates a middle class identity, not only materially but also
orally in terms of their contributions to society. 

Compared to those working in more profitable sectors, my infor-
ants often expressed their sense of spiritual relief or freedom when
orking for the benefit of the community. For example, Ngân, (39 years
ld), who was working in an American non-profit organisation, said that
he was more satisfied than many people working in the business sector,
ho, according to her, worked only to accrue personal wealth. She high-

ighted her spiritual satisfaction ( tho ải mái tinh th ần ), not only resulting
rom her high salaried job at the international NGO but also for the con-
ribution to the public good that makes her work more meaningful than
nother’s wealth alone: 

Spiritually, I am more satisfied than people working in other occupations
because many people who work for businesses think that they are creating
wealth for their bosses. By the end of the day, they do not know whether
the salary is enough for their labour. However, we do not care whether
the salary is higher or lower, because we are working for the social good.
I don’t compare or think about that . (Ngân, interview). 

Compared to many working in local NGOs, Ngân, after her comple-
ion of a Master’s degree in Europe, returned to Vietnam and worked
or an American non-profit organisation in Hanoi. She agreed to have
n interview with me in a coffee shop in Qu ảng Bá, Tây H ồ, which lo-
al people often call “ph ố Tây ” (streets of foreign expatriates) owing
o the high density of foreign residents and offices. Ngân called her-
elf a middle-class woman because of her white-collar position at a for-
ign NGO with a higher salary than those working in local NGOs or in-
olved in manual labour. Moreover, compared to many who graduated
ocally, having a postgraduate degree in Europe clearly contributed to
er middle-class status. Like many people who usually compare them-
elves with the higher earners in the economy, Ngân said that she was
nly lower middle-class because of her relatively low level of consump-
ion. Compared to the upper middle-class, who can afford a nice private
ouse or car, she owned a motorbike and was still living in her parents’
ome. With her salary, she could pay for some trips domestically ev-
ry year and for some personal hobbies like drinking or dining out with
riends. 

The account of intellectual illustrates the Weberian notion of middle
lass, which tends to associate it with the symbolic status of consumer
oods. Nevertheless, consumption also accounts for the virtuous labour
f the women who are working hard to maintain their family’s con-
umption at a middle-class living standard. While consumption is often
onsidered a means to realise individual satisfactions, consumption to
eet domestic responsibilities, by contrast, often evokes the morality

f women’s minimisation of their own individualistic and materialistic
eeds. 
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onsumption: The art to care for a happy family 

Liechty (2003) proposes the existence of a “fashion ” culture in which
iddle-class consumer urbanites often engage with fashion and genuine

onsumer products to appear with appropriateness . Fashion also symbol-
ses the status of women working in NGOs in Hanoi, where people can
ain a reputation for the appearance of a sense of modernity and ci-
ility through access to the latest global fashion trends ( Bayly, 2007 ;
rummond, 2012 ). As I mentioned earlier, women working in NGOs

end to quantify the higher and lower classes by aligning them with
articular kinds of consumer goods such as houses or cars. Through con-
umer goods, they often show the ability to consume not only in terms
f fashion but also intellectuall y by making smart choices. 

Đông (38 years old), who worked in a state-owned organisation, told
e that she had recently bought a flat in a newly built high-rise tower
here the highly educated residents ( dân trí cao ) in Hanoi lived. After
uying the flat, she leased her old flat to make extra income for her
amily. She talked to me about her contentment with the smart decision
f buying the flat when house prices plummeted, thus making a good
rofit. She also expressed her satisfaction with the new, modern and
ivilised facilities of the new living space with a clear connection to the
ersonal qualities of the residents in the area: 

I am very happy with my new flat because it is spacious and airy. It is
located in a considerably high-end and civilised area with good security.
I am happy with everything. We paid around three billion dong 1 for the
flat, including the furnishings. The flat could be worth four billion dong
now . ( Đông, interview). 

According to Drummond (2012) , the status of people in the mixed
rban landscapes in Hanoi is usually expressed through the quality and
ymbolic values of consumer goods such as houses, and leisure and fash-
on goods. Middle-class consumer urbanites in Hanoi, therefore, are con-
idered experts not only in their knowledge of hard facts (i.e., quality,
rices) but also the symbolic values (i.e., fashion, modernity, appro-
riateness) of items in mass-produced consumer goods markets. This
nowledge has become essential for women living in the city so that they
an engage with the right products for their economic and social well-
eing. In Đông’s case, her choice not only benefited her family through
n additional regular income but also afforded them status associated
ith the comforts of the modern, “civilised ” private property. It seems

hat, with the development of the commodity economy, ideas of middle-
lassness are increasingly associated with materialised and commodi-
ised forms. Material items are also expressive of women’s sentiments
n relation to their domestic responsibilities. I found that through con-
umption, women often demonstrate the efficacy of their sacrifice to
ptimise consumption for the happy family, with the quality and quan-
ity of goods compatible with the love, sacrifice and dedication for the
amily’s betterment. 

My informants often demonstrate their responsibility to consume not
nly for themselves but also for their children and parents. With a higher
alary, the participants seemed to bear greater responsibility to improve
he material wellbeing of both parents and children with higher quality
roducts. Xuân, for example, was a single woman in her late thirties.
he had worked for an INGO in Hanoi for almost 15 years. As the eldest
aughter in the family, she expressed a filial duty to consume for the
amily in order to share the burdens of her parents. Xuân said that she
ad spent most of her salary on buying household equipment such as
 laptop and motorbike for her brother so he could concentrate on his
tudies, and helped her parents to repair the house. Xuân expressed em-
athy with the hardships of her parents who had worked as labourers
n state-owned factories with low wages, yet recalled this past hardship
ith low esteem. She said: 
1 One pound sterling is approximately equal to 30,000 dong. 
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The surrounding people were professors or doctorate holders. They were
“smart ” (oách). They had good occupations - for example, teaching jobs
- while my parents were only manual workers. Some people rebuilt or
repaired their houses with a beautiful look because they earned better.
Because our house was shabby, the voice or image of my parents was
weaker than those of the other neighbours, right? (Xuân, interview). 

In the position of the eldest daughter, she said that she needed to
tudy hard and find a high-salary job to provide for the family. Not only
ad she worked hard to provide for the family’s basic needs but she also
ried to find goods and services of a quality that matched their intellec-
ual status. Pressures to consume to achieve a middle-class intellectual
tatus seem to reflect what Liechty (2003) describes as status competi-
ion through fashion among middle-class consumers, which is morally
alidated by the market. It is slightly different in Vietnam where the ac-
uisition of consumer goods representing fashion, modernity and sophis-
ication tends to be associated with the morality of people who care for
he betterment of the family and society ( Harms, 2014 ; Nguyen, 2018 ;
hohet, 2017 ). According to Harms (2014) , Vietnamese people consume
n order to exemplify modern and civilised citizens with a heightened
ense of duty and dedication to the collective good of a modern and
ivilised society. For Vietnamese women, consumer goods have become
 means to demonstrate intimate sentiments (love, respect, care) that un-
erscore the morality of women’s sacrifices to maintain a happy, modern
nd civilised family ( Shohet, 2017 ). 

The state also highlights women’ sacrifices in the campaign for Gia
ình v ăn hóa (Cultured Families) that has been promoted by the Viet-
am Women’s Union since the 1990s. The campaign emphasises the
eed to protect and maintain the Vietnamese family culture as the locus
f nurturing and developing human qualities to support the national
trategy of modernisation and industrialisation ( Drummond, 2004 ;
ayton, 2010 ; Nguyen, 2018 ; Pettus, 2003 ; Shohet, 2017 ). Resonating
ith other cultural values, the campaign highlights women’s traditional
omestic talents of nurturing and building happy, progressive families
 Drummond, 2004 ; Leshkowich, 2012 ; Nguyen-vo, 2008 ; Pettus, 2003 ).
y positioning culture and morality as the foundation of a happy family,
he campaign continues to applaud women’s traditional virtue of sacri-
ce for the sake of a happy family ( Pettus, 2003 ; Shohet, 2017 ). I also
nd that women working in NGOs demonstrated the tendency to care

or their happy families through consumption. 
As discussed earlier, women tend to highlight consumer goods as a

esponse to their caring duties, with the quantity and quality of goods
xpressing their love and care for their families. Many women I met
alked about their happiness in satisfying the needs of their children or
arents. They often displayed the skills to consume wisely in order to
aximise happiness, nutrition, and intellectual development of family
embers with the correct good-quality products. While women’s sac-

ifice continues to exemplify their respectable position within both the
ousehold and society, it is associated increasingly and frequently with
ommoditised items as consumer goods become both material and sen-
imental representations of women’s domestic care tradition. 

alancing morality and wealth 

During my fieldwork in Hanoi, I often heard intense debates about
he recurrence of corruption in the country. The informants talked about
overnment officers who became rich quickly from unofficial incomes
 l ậu ) despite their lower salaries ( l ương ). Whereas l ương , or the salary,
s the official payment to an employee in terms of their work contract,
 ậu is the irregular income from other activities outside the salary. In
ietnamese, the terms l ậu is often associated with corrupt or illegal busi-
esses; for example, l ậu in buôn l ậu in Vietnamese means smuggling or
rafficking of illegal goods. In the phrase l ương l ậu , the term l ậu is gen-
rally understood as a way of supplementing a mediocre income. How-
ver, as incidences of corruption escalate, especially within the state, the
se of these terms specifically indicates a form of corruption that helps
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tate employees to become rich quickly. For example, in the online ver-
ion of Nhân dân hàng tháng , which is the newspaper of the Vietnamese
ommunist Party, l ậu was specifically linked to the wealth generated

rom bribes or corruption: 

There are multiple forms for “l ậu. ” There is “l ậu ” which is considered as
a “legitimate ” bonus; for example, the income from the cash envelopes
that government officers receive for several reasons could be larger than
their salary. Though their salary is low, they dine every day in luxuri-
ous restaurants from the corrupt money (ti ền chùa), from other people’s
money ( Tran, 2018 ). 

In the same analogy, my informants often compared their income
ith those who worked in the state sector, who, despite their lower

alary, are seen as being richer because of corruption. For example, H ợp
aid: 

My friends who are working in the state are rich now. They have to take
bribes and gifts to be rich. How can they be rich from the salary from the
state? (H ợp, interview). 

Nhung, who had left the business sector to work in an NGO, also
omplained about corrupt practices in the business sector. She specifi-
ally criticised the desire for money, which is perceived as the cause of
xploitation or unethical behaviour in businesses: 

When you work in the business, you have to be brutal to make money;
like, there is a saying “blood money ” ( đồng ti ền x ương máu). In my
opinion, it is not ethical . (Nhung, interview). 

In Vietnam, corruption is often associated with personal greed. In
he public discourse, corrupt state officers are compared with “hun-
ry ghosts ” ( MacLean, 2012 :595). In the mass media, selfishness and
reed are depicted as “diseases ” or “social evils ” that erode family and
ocial values ( Jellema, 2005 ; Nguyen-Vo, 2008 ; Pettus, 2003 ). State-
wned media runs with daily news about trials of corrupt officers
nd often frames corruption as a consequence of greed and selfishness
 Jellema, 2005 ). 

Looking at the social narratives underlying morality, coincidentally,
 found that the informants have a particular interest in their salaried
GO jobs because of the reputation of the sector for humanitarian
nd not-for-profit businesses. In the interviews, when being asked why
GOs are attractive as employers, particularly for women, my infor-
ants stated that they are attracted to particular areas such as gender,

ocial work or childcare and less mobile positions, when men seemed
ore interested in other areas such as forestry, construction or climate

hange and positions that required regular travelling or manual work.
oreover, there was agreement among the informants that men have a

reater responsibility to make money for the family while the salaries
n NGOs are often lower and less attractive than those in for-profit sec-
ors. Women accepted the lower income more often than men did in
rder to spend more time on childcare and household chores. Despite
he salary gap, they expressed the active nature of their role in the house-
old, where they were the people in charge. One informant told me with
ride that her husband called her the boss of the household because of
er talent in managing household chores (Vy, interviews). 

Women’s sacrificial exchange of the productive economy for domes-
ic duty illustrates Nguyen’s (2019) proposition regarding the logic of
ender of space involved with the labour division across the inside and
utside spaces of the household. This logic stipulates the status and
lass of men and women corresponding to the moral codes attached to
ender-based space delineation. As Nguyen (2019 :33–34) points out,
ccording to the logic of gendered spaces, women, as wives coming
rom the outside , reinforce the power inside their married homes with
omestic virtues and labour. This logic defines the roles of women and
en accordingly to inside/outside spaces with distinctive moral codes.
hen men are often highlighted with the morality of productivity ac-

ivities outside, in the economy, women’s mobility and economic activ-
ties are often aimed at accumulating virtues and contributions to the
109 
omestic realm ( Nguyen, 2019 ). The moral codes attached to gendered
paces explain women’s position lower in the profitable productive econ-
my ( Leshkowich, 2014 ; Nguyen, 2018 ). As argued by Shohet (2017) ,
omen’s compliance to moral norms, in the forms of sacrifice or mod-

sty, helps them to reconcile class conflicts in relation to status, gender
nd generational divisions. This notion illustrates the paradoxical sit-
ation of women with a background of high economic or educational
erformance working in NGOs for their value in terms of selfless care
nd sacrifice. 

Rather than wealth, the informants often expressed their happiness
bout sacrificing economic opportunities for dedication to the welfare
f their families and society. For example, Trúc, one informant who was
orking in a local NGO, said: 

I do not expect to be rich because from my point of view I only need
enough food to eat, enough money to pay for my daughter’s nursery. I
do not hope to be extremely rich. I only need to feel that I am useful in
society. That is enough . (Trúc, interview). 

Nhung added that even though she could have made more money
n the business sector, she preferred working for an NGO as it benefits
ther people outside society rather than her own wealth. Like many
ther informants, Nhung also expressed her satisfaction with working in
GOs to better the lives of less privileged people, which is considered an
ct of kindness. Whereas money was often considered as the source of
piritual troubles ( m ệt m ỏi tinh th ần ), “kindness, ” by contrast, accounts
or the women’s satisfaction ( tho ải mái ) and usefulness ( có ích ): 

Working in NGOs is more than making money. There are times I do not
work to make money but to help someone. It means I am doing charity
(vi ệc thi ện). Honestly! I have a feeling that when I am working, I am
helping this community or this province. I am contributing to [the policy].
Certainly, I did not make the policy on my own. However, when I try my
best, I will contribute to changing that policy. Therefore, I am happy with
that . (Nhung, interview). 

Rather than private wealth, these women repeatedly highlighted
heir “usefulness ” in terms of their contributions to poor communities
r policies to improve the lives of the less privileged. Compared to those
hey perceived as wealthier but making less of a contribution, they ex-
ressed the belief that their contributions to the social good benefitted
hem with happy families, healthy lives, and more successful careers. 

It would be misleading, however, to see morality as purely a tool of
deology. As Leshkowich (2012) has warned, morality, when signalled
n relation to the problems of selfishness, greed and corruption, is also
ighlighted as the panacea that brings prosperity and happiness. The
nformants often told me about the importance of living and working
orally in order to have a happy life. Ng ọc (42 years old), one of my in-

ormants, who is also a Buddhist, shared with me the recipe of her happi-
ess: knowing about “having enough. ” She talked about her satisfaction
ith her healthy and well-raised children and her harmonious relation-

hip with her husband and attributed this to her sacrifice of wealth. 
For example, Trúc told me about the ethics that contributed to her

ducational achievements. Trúc, 35 years old, was studying for a PhD
n Australia and mother of a daughter. She told me with pride about her
amily’s reputation for educational achievement. Trúc highlighted the
enefits of the accumulation of “đức ” (ethics) that had contributed to
er family’s reputation as well as the prospects of her offspring: 

What can I say about ethics ( đức)? Until now, we have all been well-
educated. That was the ethics that our ancestors have passed to us. My
uncle taught me one thing that when you go out, you have to live ethically.
That’s it. We have to be ethical so that our descendants can benefit from
it. Do not only grapple with the short-term benefits . (Trúc, interview). 

Women’s reputations were accrued not from their wealth but by their
thical lifestyles including their sacrifices and contributions to the poor
nd less privileged. In both their private life and professional activities,
he women emphasised the moral norms of giving and sacrifice. The
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lder women often recalled the virtuous lifestyles ( s ống có đạo đức ) of
revious generations as a reminder to the younger generation to avoid
reed and selfishness and foster a desire to contribute to society and
amily. It seems clear that, despite having established a certain level of
conomic success, these women continued to demonstrate a heightened
ense of duty towards family and society, displaying their middle-class
tatus on the basis of their moral and gender distinction. 

onclusion: Middle-classness, morality and gender in the 

onfiguration of Vietnam’s market socialism 

The women working in NGOs in Hanoi exemplified a middle-class
hose status is associated with the possession of consumer goods sym-
olic of fashion, modernity and civilisation. They represent a middle
lass in the Weberian tradition, rendering a distinction between other
lasses through access to the privileged goods and services that main-
ain their reputation in society as intellectuals. Beyond the expression
f naked wealth, consumption is articulated together with women’s do-
estic duties to care for their happy families, underscoring the sacrifices
omen make to support a productive economy. On the other hand, as

iving standards are connected to welfare, women’s sacrifices for the
aterial wellbeing of their families often resonate with the state’s cat-

gorisation of human qualities and the labour values compatible with
ommoditised and materialised terms. Through their consumption of
oods symbolising fashion and modernity, women have also produced a
ense of self-worth in relation to their domestic labour for the welfare of
he family. In this way, through consumer goods, the women working in
GOs in Vietnam also present a version of middle class identity associ-
ted with the logic of ethical citizenship based on (neoliberal) qualities,
hich resonates with the official discourses of dân trí about the state in
ietnam ( Nguyen, 2018 ) or suzhi in China ( Anagnost, 2004 ; Zhang &
ng, 2008 ). 

Moreover, women working in NGOs in Vietnam represent a distinc-
ive status with the virtues they have accumulated from the traditional
omestic realm. It is important to recognise that the status that they ac-
uired is not from the productive economy, where women have often
ccepted the sacrifice of maximum economic benefits. Rather, they re-
nforced the power from the domestic realm with their domestic virtues
nd labour. NGO work, in this respect, offers women opportunities to
emonstrate their virtuous labour through acts of sacrifice or giving
way. The performance of women in this economic segment, which
ainly involves domestic and not-for-profit values, reveals how NGO
ork has naturalised women’s inferiority within the economy. This find-

ng reflects the paradoxical situation of women, and also of people as
eported elsewhere, who seek humanitarianism and NGO activism to ac-
uire a class distinction through domestic products and labour, in order
o discover class and gender inequalities produced by the nature of work
 Bornstein, 2012 ; Malkki, 2015 ). 

In this paper, I have shown an idea of the middle class that is in-
used with moral and gender dimensions. By bridging class with gender
nd moral distinctions, middle-class women working in NGOs in Viet-
am seemed to reconcile the moral and political conflicts and tensions
aused by the ambiguity of class under the socialist regime. However, by
eproducing the traditional moral and gender norms, they continued to
nternalise the gendered division of labour that continues to subordinate
omen in both the family and economy. 
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